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Scheduling is a 
system

Do you treat the schedule like a system in your office? 

Is your schedule organized, purposeful and have a goal in mind?

How does the schedule influence everyone in the office, including 
your patients?

What does 
IMPACTS 
mean?

How can you apply IMPACTS principles to your schedule?

Do you have a scheduling policy? If not, it's time to write one.

Do we see a negative impact in our office due to the schedule?

Importance to 
Team

Does the schedule cause drama in your office?

Is the entire staff (and doctor!) basing their moods on the 
schedule?

Does everyone get out of the office each day for lunch and on 
time in the evening?

What your team needs to know and understand about the most important 
system in your office - it impacts everyone. Each section below is 

accompanied by questions intended to spark discussion among the team.  We 
recommend you pause the webinar and take a moment to share your 

thoughts, ideas and experiences with each other to ensure each of you knows 
and understands how to build the most effective (and productive!) schedule.

Basics of Building a Productive Schedule
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Make it a 
Game

When was the last time you had a day with NO changes in your 
schedule? 

Does everyone on the team understand that the schedule is 
always going to change?

What is your monthly production goal? How does that translate 
weekly or daily? Keep the score each day!

Primaries first Do you know the three types of appointments?

What is your primary dollar value threshold? 

Do you have a color code system for appointment types in your 
scheduling software?

Add Blocks What is the key to block scheduling?

Are you blocking 70-75% of your daily goals onto the schedule 
each day?

Do you follow a standard for scheduling when patients are in 
office or on the phone?

Continually 
improve

Do you keep your focus in proper order? 
Today, tomorrow, next day...

Look at each obstacle or issue on the schedule.  What can you do 
to solve it?

Cancellations happen. Are you making it "ok" for your patients to 
cancel or no-show? 
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Train anyone 
who schedules

Who is the one person in your office who owns and manages the 
schedule?

How are schedulers trained in your office? Is there room to 
improve your training?

Is there an opportunity to cross-train others to help manage and 
address the schedule?

Scheduling 
policy

Do you have a scheduling policy? Discuss it at length so that each 
member of the team knows what it means and how to apply it.

Discuss how to handle cancellation phone calls. Do you have a 
plan and know what to say to the patient?

Policies are dynamic. When was the last time you modified your 
policy to align with needs of your office schedule?

info@frontofficerocks.com

858.433.6455

LiveChat anytime on 
www.frontofficerocks.com


